
What’s a Calm Corner? 
A Calm Corner is an area where anyone in the class can go to feel calm or settled. It’s somewhere students may go to 
relax when they feel anxious, nervous, annoyed, angry, confused, overly energetic, tired, or frazzled. They may visit this 
quiet space to gather themselves and to feel better. 

But, a Calm Corner isn’t a space students only visit when they feel bad. Students may just want to take a moment  
for themselves. In fact, scientists tell us that when we set aside a few minutes each day to be quiet all by ourselves,  
it actually helps us to pay better attention, to handle our stress, and to just feel more like ourselves. 

Why Calm Corners? 
An increasing number of schools throughout the country are implementing Calm Corners with positive results.  
They have seen Calm Corners as a way of encouraging students to become more aware of feeling and behavior 
triggers; to take responsibility for their own behavior in ways that transcend the classroom; and to enhance a more 
supportive and composed classroom culture. Calm Corners can contribute to kids building the important trait of  
self-efficacy, which is developed when they see that their own actions can lead to real results.

How do Calm Corners work? 
The most important underlying principle is that a Calm Corner is a positive space. When students take care of 
themselves by visiting a Calm Corner, it is an act of responsibility, self-awareness, courage, and maturity. As such, 
a Calm Corner is never considered to be a form of punishment. When a Calm Corner is used even occasionally or 
unintentionally as a punishment, it loses its effectiveness because students lose trust that it is a safe, positive space.  
This principle sets the tone and is the single most important element to the successful implementation of Calm Corners. 

We have a Calm Corner bin in every classroom in our school, and even in many of our special classrooms! Each bin 
contains a variety of tools from pinwheels to music to activity cards. In Guidance Class, students have been taught the 
best ways to use and care for these tools.

How can I create a Calm Corner in my home? 
A Calm Corner at home is a great idea and it’s simple to make! Choose a quiet spot where anyone in your family can 
take a few minutes to be calm. Below is a list of supplies to get you started. Most of these supplies can be purchased 
online at Amazon.com or Oriental Trading or at Target or Walmart. Just remember – a Calm Corner is a positive space!

On the back of this sheet check out some sample Guidelines for the classroom – feel free to adapt these for your 
family. Enjoy your Calm Corner – and please share your feedback with us – we’d love to hear how it goes!

• A plastic bin or box
• A cushion or wiggle seat
• Sand timer or small clock
• Pinwheels to blow
• Magic Cube, Tangle Jr toy, or stress balls

• MP3 player & headphones with soothing music
• Glitter jar or lava lamp
• Calming photos
• Coloring pages & crayons

Thank you!
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Every classroom 
in Moreland Hills Elementary  
has a Calm Corner



We agree that when we are visiting our Calm Corner, 
we will follow these guidelines.

Below, our WHOLE classroom (even our teacher!) signs our names  
that we agree to these Guidelines!

When I feel like I need to visit the Calm Corner, I should: (circle the best options for our classroom)

~ Raise my hand and ask for permission 
~ Quietly go to my teacher to ask for permission
~ Go quietly all by myself to our Calm Corner

Our teacher may ask me to visit the Calm Corner for a few minutes. I will agree 
without argument.

Visiting our Calm Corner is never a punishment. If my teacher asks me to go,  
I can trust it’s for good and caring reasons. I agree that visiting our Calm Corner 
is a positive step in taking responsibility for myself.

Our Calm Corner is a Quiet Zone. I won’t talk while I’m there.

Our Calm Corner is a No-Judgement Zone. This means:

We will treat the items in our Calm Corners bin with respect. This means:

Things we agree we will do while we are visiting our Calm Corner:

Our Calm Corner Guidelines 
for __________________’s Classroom

Brought to you by
Orange Elementary & Middle School PTA Health, Safety & Wellness Committee
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